Dear Valued Client:

15 February 2016

The purpose of this email is to introduce Brownie's Global Logistics, LLC, doing business
as "GlobalSubDive.Com", a turnkey submersible exploration organization based in Fort
Lauderdale Florida, headed up by Robert Carmichael. GlobalSubDive operates a
modern, 45-meter, dynamic position equipped, Research Vessel "Baseline Explorer"
specifically configured to support multiple submersibles, ROVs, AUVs, technical dive
teams, large tenders and deck equipment. Stability, exacting control, station keeping in
all water depths, long-range, heavy-lift, 360-degree bridge view, front and rear control
stations and 24-berths are but a few of the highlights that make the Baseline Explorer
ideal for submersible support and exploration.
The company operates a pair of Triton 1000/2 submersibles in affiliation with "Global
Underwater Explorers" investigating and documenting the underwater world to the benefit
of "Project Baseline.org". These efforts include collaboration with a wide range of private
and university researchers in nearly every marine based discipline. The diversity of
research efforts integrating our Triton submersibles combined with the modern ship
technologies, specialized tenders, and dive support facilities makes this an ideal venue
to showcase the value and benefits of human-occupied-vehicles (HOV/ Submersibles).
We are inviting our valued clients and those considering a submersible to participate in a
scheduled GlobalSubDive event as a sponsor or develop your own agenda and let Triton
and GlobalSubDive plan and execute your adventure.
R/V "Baseline Explorer" is available for short or long-term charters and experience based
training for submersible pilots, engineers, deck, and surface support crew. GlobalSubDive
also offers the full range of "Global Underwater Explorer" Rebreather, SCUBA, DPV,
Documentation Diver, Deco-Chamber, Dive Machinery Operations I Maintenance,
training in real-world exploration environments.
Baseline Explorer and the submersibles package are offered at competitive rates with the
goal of providing both existing and prospective submersible owners and operators with a
capable, convenient and efficient turn-key platform for expeditions of any kind,
supplemental training to augment operational experience and review the latest in
exploration equipment and procedures.
To learn more about this organization and their specific capabilities, please click on the
following link; http://globalsubdive.com
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Further, Triton Submarines is assisting in the development of a novel training
curriculum, titled "The Fundamentals of Submersible Operations and Piloting
(FSOP)". We recognize GlobalSubDive has the capability to efficiently provide
abundant real- world experiential training before and after the Triton "unit specific"
factory course and the complimentary benefits of the FSOP program. As the
popularity of submersibles expands in the yachting industry the benefits of the
FSOP program for initial and continuing education will become very apparent and
we are pleased to be part of the development and implementation of this program.
We would be pleased to assist you with any part of coordinating a charter,
exploration partnership or apprentice-thru-expert level training with Triton and our
friends at GlobalSubDive.com
Please don't hesitate to contact us if you have any questions. Thanks for your time
and consideration.
Sincerely,
Patrick Lahey
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